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Introduction

The Codex Alimentarius Commission (CAC, 2003) defines verification as “the application of methods, procedures, tests and other evaluations, in addition to monitoring to determine compliance”. The British Retail Consortium (BRC) Global Food Standard builds on this in their definition of verification namely: “the application of methods, procedures, tests and other evaluations, in addition to monitoring, to determine whether a control or measure is or has been operating as intended” (BRC, 2015 p. 119). Alternatively, The Food Law Code of Practice (England) March 2017 (p148) defines verification as: “the checking, by examination, and the consideration of objective evidence, whether specified requirements have been fulfilled”. Thus verification can be considered as the use of methods, procedures, tests and checks to provide objective evidence that requirements specified in either quality management system (QMS) or food safety management system (FSMS) standards, or in the FSMS/QMS designed by a particular organisation or an element of the organisation’s FSMS/QMS have been met or organisational activities are operating as planned and how they were designed to function (Luning et al., 2009; Bergh et al., 2016). It is important to note here that in the literature food safety is sometimes seen as an independent food attribute and distinct from quality characteristics, whilst in other literature food safety attributes are seen as being a subset of overall quality attributes for a food material or product. Specified requirements can relate to the product, the process, people or general production environment and can be an element of regulatory compliance i.e. a legal requirement or market compliance, or both. Product verification, such as chemical, physical and microbiological analysis or hygiene testing including surface swabbing for microbiological analysis often involves high analytical costs, and sometimes inappropriate laboratory turnaround times that do not support a just-in-time driven food supply system (Manning, 2016). Process verification through the assessment of documentation, product and process certification and traceability data is less costly than destructive product inspection and testing, but such verification processes rest on the ability to assess valid, authentic, objective and representative evidence (Manning and Soon, 2014).

Verification can be described as first party, where an organisation verifies its own activities; or second party whereby verification is undertaken within a supply chain between two parties where there is a contractual obligation e.g. supplier audits and third party. Third party verification is undertaken by an external organisation when the first party develops their QMS and their FSMS to meet a given system standard and an independent third party organisation undertakes verification activities to confirm the degree of compliance with those standards. Examples of system standards that are used for the basis of judging compliance include the BRC suite of supply chain standards (BRC, 2017), and the ISO suite. Whilst the BRC suite of standards and ISO standards are referenced in this paper, there are a number of third party standards used in food manufacturing and supply. The focus on the BRC suite of standards in this paper is due to their being a connected food safety culture module which can be assessed by third party certification bodies as well as the more formal aspects of the FSMS and QMS (BRC, nd).

The aim of this paper is to critique the existing and emerging alternative approaches being used by regulators and industry to verify the presence and efficacy of FSMS. The paper is structured as follows: firstly there is an introduction to key concepts in the area of
study; secondly there is a review of the strengths and weaknesses of the current use of TPC audits to verify compliance and the interface with regulatory controls and the transition towards risk based regulatory controls where regulated private assurance as an option is gaining greater focus.

**Auditing as a tool for product and process verification**

**Inspection**

Inspection can be defined as a conformity evaluation by observation and judgement accompanied as appropriate by measurement, testing or gauging (Hinkle, 2006) through product sampling or process assessment of documentation via a checklist approach of accompanying documentation. The Food Law Code of Practice (England) March 2017 (p. 143) defines inspection as “the examination of any aspect of feed, food animal health and animal welfare in order to verify that such aspect(s) comply with the legal requirements of feed and food law and animal health and welfare rules.” The practical difference between what is an inspection and what is an audit is nuanced. Indeed, the terms audit and inspection are used interchangeably in the literature with greater differentiation in more historic literature than when compared to contemporary discourse. An inspection is often seen as a “moment in time” checklist based approach (Souness, 2000) where the decisions are binary i.e. complaint or non-compliant with very little emphasis on continuous improvement.

**Systems-based and compliance-based audits**

BS EN ISO 9001: 2015 defines an audit as a systematic, independent and documented process for obtaining audit evidence (records, statements of fact or other information) and evaluating the evidence objectively to determine the extent to which audit criteria (policies, procedures and requirements) are fulfilled. This required a systematic examination of an auditee’s processes, arrangements and activities to determine whether they conform to standards and procedures, meet audit criteria and if there are any opportunities for improvement (Mallen and Collins, 2003; Blewett and O’Keeffe, 2011). In this context an auditee is an individual, department or organisation being audited. To give benefit to the organisation for the resources utilised in preparing, undertaking and following up audit activities afterwards, auditing should highlight evidence of compliance and best practice as well as report non-compliance and corrective action (Bergh et al., 2016). Compliance can be determined firstly in terms of whether the organisation’s documented management system (FSMS and QMS) meets the criteria and requirements of the third party certification (TPC) standard or alternatively the requirements of legislation and official controls. Thus an audit should give a fully rounded picture of the current status of the organisation and areas of excellence as well as where preventive or corrective action is required. Blewett and O’Keefe (2011) argue that auditing too can be mechanistic in nature and use binary assessments of whether activities are either completed or not completed, are black or white rather than grey, or are considered simply as good or bad practice. This means the focus of this type of the audit is primarily on compliance.

This first approach, which is both mechanistic and binary in terms of whether the organisation’s documented formalised systems have addressed a legislative and/or TPC requirement, or conversely have not is often called a systems audit. Secondly the audit can examine the organisation’s performance and whether it meets both the TPC standard,
official controls and/or the requirements of the FSMS and QMS where these extend beyond the stated criteria within the standard or legislation in terms of a compliance based audit.

**Performance-based audits**

The third type of audit is a performance based audit where the examination is one that considers better or best practice and thus extends beyond simple compliance. Official control audits are an example of performance audits that are used to evaluate governance in terms of cost verses benefits aspects. The three types of verification audit have been compared in Table 1.

Performance based audits derive their meaning from the degree of engagement of all parties in the audit process, and the quality of the relationship between auditor and auditee (Pollit *et al.*, 1999; Weets, 2008; Morin, 2001; 2004; 2008; Läikkö-Roto and Nevas, 2014). Meaning is a social construct that links people to their environments and as a result influences their perception of a given function or activity e.g. the role of auditing (Rapoport, 1988; Coolen and Ozaki, 2004). Food safety culture as a construct describes the emergent history and traditions of a given organisation that give meaning to the underlying values and beliefs held by members of formal and informal social groupings (Buchann and Huczynski, 2004; Griffith *et al.*, 2010). A deeper analysis of food safety culture is described in paper one of this special themed journal edition (Manning, 2018). Thus performance based audits go further than simple compliance assessment against TPC elements and examine both the formal FSMS and QMS and the informal business practices that are influenced by organisational culture. Performance based auditing extends towards identifying weaknesses in the FSMS or QMS that have not yet given rise to non-compliance but where the auditor recommends that the organisation considers undertaking preventive action before non-conformance potentially arises in the future (see Table 1). These recommendations may or may not be addressed by the organisation but can underpin continuous improvement in management systems and operational performance. This latter approach requires auditors to step away from a mechanistic style of auditing to use a more holistic approach that embraces not only the system and compliance element of auditing, but also considers much wider aspects such as the organisational culture of adopting, implementing and monitoring food safety and quality aspects of products and processes employed.

**Third party certification**

Certification is the process whereby an accredited certification body provides written assurances, normally in the form of a certificate, that based on a formal assessment, which usually includes an audit, an organisation conforms to the requirements of a given standard (BRC, 2017). A certificate is usually issued with the audit report verifying the result of the audit, including a scoring system grade (if that forms part of the TPC scheme) and stating that the audit has been conducted against particular audit criteria (Blewett and O’Keeffe, 2011) as defined in the standard. TPC schemes cover the certification of the management of the production, storage and handling of the products at a discrete point in the supply chain (Manning and Soon, 2014) and can interface in a modular approach to provide whole chain assurance. A certification body is a provider of certification services and is accredited to do so by an authoritative body (BRC, 2017) Accreditation is the process by which an independent authoritative body gives formal recognition of the competence of a certification body to provide certification services against a specified system standard (BRC, 2017).
Whilst the differentiation between an inspection and an audit is not explored in depth here, what is of interest is whether a TPC audit is executed based on a checklist approach alone (akin to inspection) or whether the auditor has the flexibility to also assess criteria that are not defined explicitly in the audit checklist.

**Checklist-based auditing**

The checklist approach to auditing, sometimes called *evaluation myopia*, has been described as the rigid application and non-reflective use of a certification standard causing the auditor to overlook the side effects or side impacts that can occur i.e. a blinkered approach to verification (see Martz, 2010). This can result in an auditor only verifying the quality and food safety criteria that are specifically defined in the standard, thus unknown or emerging issues may well go unnoticed and unexamined (Manning, 2013; Manning and Soon, 2014). Flores-Miyamoto *et al.*, (2014) argue that whilst checklist based auditing might be technically correct, myopia can occur if auditors use a checklist to prove they have undertaken the audit appropriately, but there may be no incentive for the auditor to identify wider material weaknesses or deficiencies in the QMS or FSMS. It is argued that there are considerable resources employed in the development and excessive use of manuals, guidebooks, protocols, and checklists for audits often when the contribution of such tools to audit efficiency and effectiveness is unclear (Leeuw, 2011; Läikkö-Roto and Nevas 2014).

The UK Food Standards Agency (FSA) uses a checklist based approach for their official premises and food audits (FSA, 2017a). Powell et al. (2013) state that whilst food service inspection is the cornerstone of local public health, the scores derived can be a poor predictor of foodborne illness. Further they argue whilst TPC audits are a valuable snapshot verification tool and can be a cost-effective way to assure food safety in a supply chain of reducing financial margins where cost-effectiveness is key, food businesses that have approved certified status still continue to be linked with food incidents, product recalls and foodborne illness outbreaks. Manning (2013) built on this concern over the effectiveness of verification by developing a verification risk (VR) model to identify the components of VR that prevent weaknesses or actual non-conformance being identified and addressed during an audit. The degree of VR reflects the products and processes being audited and could arise either from inherent product characteristics (such as clumping, heterogeneity), inherent hazard characteristics (such as low infective dose), inherent weaknesses in the sampling plan for the method of verification or a weak sampling protocol that is being used by the regulator, TPC company, or the organisation itself and/or a lack of resources to undertake effective sampling and surveillance (Manning and Soon, 2013). Flores-Miyamoto *et al.*, (2014) assert that studies into the cost effectiveness and process improvement capabilities of auditing in food production are scarce.

**Risk-based auditing**

Effective auditing has been described as the activities and actions completed to ensure that the maximum number of actual deviations from the expected state of conformity to a specific standard, law or regulation are identified during the audit, whereas efficient auditing is described as where non-conformity is identified with the minimum amount of resources i.e. in efficient auditing approaches there is an element of trade-off between the cost and the benefit derived (Kleboth *et al.*, 2016). Effective auditors must not only be able to assess compliance, but also be able to determine the level of risk in a given
situation and draw together the information available to determine the effectiveness of the FSMS in that context (Powell et al., 2013).

The characteristics of an excellent audit are that it is quick to apply yet still accurate, is non-invasive i.e. the evidence can be collected with the least possible effort from the auditee, scalable, avoids bias whilst being theoretically grounded, is transparent, and stimulates consensus building (Salama et al., 2009). However, Trotman and Wright (2012) suggest that to prevent identification of non-compliant activities or illicit behaviour, an auditee organisation may develop concealment strategies, especially where the auditee organisation is aware of the analytical procedures and audit processes used by auditors during audits. Because they may second guess the verification activities as part of a concealment strategy it is important for the auditor to use a range of evidence sources to determine the level of risk, degree of compliance and the culture of the organisation that gives context to the FSMS and QMS employed i.e. that triangulation of evidence should be undertaken. This suggests that limiting the amount of objective evidence gathered during an audit to a single source is problematic. Arens et al., (2010: p. 134) described auditor independence as the “mental attitude that is taking unbiased viewpoint in the performance of audit tests during the accumulation and evaluation of evidence, the evaluation of the results, and the issuance of the audit report.” Auditor independence means that auditors have a responsibility to examine a range of objective evidence in order to provide an opinion for that given date or timeframe on whether the evidence assessed reflects the organisation’s activities and the organisation’s degree of compliance with regulatory and/or market standards (Smith and Emerson, 2017). However, barriers to undertaking detailed in-depth auditing exist. Time pressure can affect auditor behaviour and as a result audit quality in terms of both the need to complete an audit of the scope and depth required and also to provide a report of sufficient depth that can inform appropriate action by the auditee organisation. Audits are often called “snapshots” i.e. the resources available in terms of auditor time and expertise will influence the scope and depth of the audit and by implication reliability of the audit process and the audit result (see Powell et al., 2013).

In light of these challenges, Albersmeier et al., (2009) considered the trustworthiness of TPC as a quality signal, raising concerns with regard to validity and reliability, and auditor independence and objectiveness based on the use of inspection techniques based on checklist governance, i.e. identifying the presence of QMS or quality performance elements and contrasts this model, with the concept of risk-based auditing. The checklist content will also influence the depth and scope of the audit (Powell et al., 2013). Albersmeier et al., (2009) compared the characteristics of inspection based and risk-based audits (see Table 2).

From a positive viewpoint, a risk-based auditing programme ensures optimum and cost effective utilisation of verification resources and limited budgets (Van Asseldonk and Velthuis, 2014) especially for micro and small sized organisations where the cost of TPC can be a challenge. Proportional risk-based product and process sampling especially by regulators can be described as stratified sampling based on firstly the levels of risk to consumers and the wider food supply chain, and secondly the concept of earned recognition as a factor of influence when sampling plans, including audit frequency is determined (Manning et al., 2014). Proportional risk-based product sampling is implemented where the sample size and population reflects respective risk level (Thurmond, 2003; Manning et al., 2014). The sampling architecture is important to define especially the criteria (strata) which inform the risk assessment, the validity and repeatability of the sampling methodology and the confidence limits when interpreting the results. The most important criteria to address
when developing a verification sampling framework are to embed risk-based verification systems in a framework so they interact with and activate each other i.e. promote input – output – input processes (see BS EN ISO 9001: 2015); development of verification methodology must be appropriate, sensitive and accurate whilst also being repeatable and reproducible between verification activities. If they are designed to promote early detection of non-compliance whilst minimising false positives, then verification activities must be timely, promote rapid information transfer and the audit report must affect appropriate preventive and corrective action, as required. It is important to ensure system efficiency, and cost-effective surveillance (Briedenbach et al., 2004) as well as net value and return on investment.

Some weaknesses in the use of TPC as a form of FSMS verification have been raised. The process sampling activities used within such TPC audits are constrained by the time available i.e. a snapshot in time, planned frequency of verification activities, volume of data to be assessed, any planned or unplanned sampling bias, and the potential for deviation from the scope of the audit and the quality of the standard against which the audit is being undertaken (Manning, 2013; Powell et al., 2013). The Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI, nd), a collaborative group of non-governmental food industry actors (CAC, 2017), through their benchmarking activities drive the recognition, consistency and continuous development of TPC schemes and thus play a strong role in the development of industry practices that drive improved audit depth and triangulation of verification activities associated with examining FSMS and the associated food safety culture. The GFSI Technical Working Group on Food Safety will play a pivotal role in this development.

Regulatory approaches to TPC

TPC standards can subsume and/or replicate national legislative requirements or governance arrangements and a trend is emerging within regulatory modernisation programmes to recognise certain aspects of such schemes (CAC, 2017). Thus TPC are being used to drive a more risk-based regulatory approach to food safety governance and delivering food safety objectives. Countries where this approach is being considered include Canada, the Netherlands and the UK (CAC, 2017). Regulation (EU) 2017/625 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2017 on official controls and other official activities performed to ensure the application of food and feed law, rules on animal health and welfare, plant health and plant protection products which will come into full force by 14 December 2019 states that “competent authorities should perform official controls regularly, on a risk basis and with appropriate frequency... The frequency of official controls should be established by the competent authorities having regard to the need to adjust the control effort to the risk and to the level of compliance expected in the different situations.” In the UK, earned recognition is a regulatory framework for reducing, wherever possible, the frequency and type of official controls on businesses that demonstrate continued legislative compliance (Food Law Code of Practice (England) March 2017), such as regulatory inspection and product sampling. Earned recognition considers the value of TPC as a means to identify food businesses that are of lesser risk and thus require less regulatory interest. Whilst the competent authority is still central to the regulatory process a tighter more risk based approach that rewards good practice with less frequent inspection via the recognition of TPC is increasingly seen as a better form of regulation (Albersmeier et al., 2009). TPC has been described by the Food Law Code of Practice (England) March 2017 (p. 148) as: “Independent verification of business compliance against a predetermined standard which
has been endorsed by the [Food Standards Agency] FSA as being equivalent to /complying with the requirements for food law.” In the UK, the FSA is responsible for ensuring that an effective regulatory regime is in place to verify that food business meet their obligation to ensure food is safe and is what it says it is (FSA, 2017b p. 2). In the emerging regulatory approach “Regulating our future” (ROF) the FSA state: “We will continue to inspect and assure each [TPC] scheme to be confident that its standards, independence and trustworthiness meet our expectations, being clear that this use of regulated private assurance is not self-regulation” (FSA, 2017b, p. 10).

The FSA are therefore considering within ROF, rather than earned recognition, the use of regulated private assurance (Robinson, 2017). However, Turku et al. (2018) argue that there is a major difference between unannounced regulatory control inspections that are independent, potentially more authentic and focus primarily on the safeguarding of consumer interests whilst TPC is part of a market economy with the associated risk that brings and the potential difference in focus of predominantly announced TPC audits might lead to non-compliance going unrecognised (Martinez et al., 2013; Verbruggen and Havinga, 2015). Turku et al., (2018) conclude that due to the longer timescale of a TPC audit versus an official inspection, the content of the different audits/inspections and the competence of the auditors (official audits versus industry audits) that TPC audits had greater impact on business risk management than official control inspections. Unannounced TPC audits within a given timeframe are now being adopted within the requirements of standards such as the BRC Global Standard, but Turku et al., (2018) state that TPC audits cannot be held as a replacement for official food controls and further work needs to be undertaken to consider why discrepancies occur between the audit outcomes/inspection results from the two approaches. Robinson (2017) stated that:

“ whilst there is significant commonality between BRC Global Standards audits and [competent authority] CA inspections, there is a perceived difference in the purpose, assessment focus and approach between them. CAs carry out an inspection, which focuses on assessment of any risk to public health and compliance against relevant legislation, whilst the focus of BRC Global Standards audits is to assess compliance against the requirements of the Standard. Although the Standard has been developed to assist businesses to meet legal requirements, it was the view of the CAs and FSA assessors that this is not the primary focus of the audit assessment. This perceived fundamental difference raised a number of concerns about the Standard being used as the basis for a full replacement of CA interventions by BRC Global Standards audits, however there was general acceptance that the audits could be used to help inform the [risk=based] frequency and/or focus of CA interventions of certificated businesses.”

Robinson (2017 p.4)

Therefore the transition from the use of TPC audits initially as a compliance verification tool within a wider remit of organisations needing to demonstrate compliance with contractual obligations and due diligence (Elliott Review, 2013) to secondly then TPC being used as a risk-assessment tool for CA inspections within a regulatory risk-based assessment is under consideration in the UK and also the wider EU. This means that the purpose of use of the outputs of TPC is changing and the use of regulated private assurance (FSA, 2017b) as proposed under ROF is of interest not only within food manufacturing, but also for the
hospitality sector. If the FSA and CAs are going to use the data derived from TPC to
determine risk and thus the need for regulatory intervention then there is a suggestion that
TPC needs to be more robust in terms of verification activities in order for there to be
confidence in such an approach. The Elliott Review stated there was a reluctance to rethink
and redesign how auditing is undertaken, and highlighted that:

“The review has found that the quality and completeness of these private audits are
variable, and some of their requirements appear futile or unreasonable. The growing
number of audits commissioned by retailers is not achieving the intended purpose. The
auditing regime has, in some cases, become an industry in itself, because it requires
food businesses to pay for their audit. As a result, there is a danger that an audit regime
can be used for raising revenue, placing unnecessary costs on food businesses,

The Elliott Review (2013) determined that there is a proliferation of first party, second
party and third party audit as well as official control inspections that are developed piece
meal and with little co-ordination. The duplication uses resources and comes at a cost, and
in their current framing the varied requirements whilst being designed to demonstrate due
diligence could provide an opportunity for the FSA to implement an earned recognition
approach. This requires a given TPC standard or standards to be recognised by the FSA as
being compatible with regulatory controls and thus the degree of compliance identified
could be used as a proxy for then reducing the requirement for official controls inspection.
Powell et al., (2013) assert that TPC audits are only one type of performance indicator and
they need to be supplemented with assessment of data from other sources including
microbial testing, second-party audits, internal audits, laboratory results and raw product
certifications. Different types of verification are now described in more detail.

Types of verification and their validity

Verification includes auditing methods, procedures and tests, product sampling and
analysis and is used to determine if the FSMS system including the hazard analysis critical
control point (HACCP) system is developed, implemented and is working correctly (CAC,
2003). Further the frequency of verification should be sufficient to confirm that the FSMS is
working effectively (CAC, 2003). The concerns over the failures in verification, perceived
barriers and perceived benefits have been identified in the literature (see Table 3). The
perceived benefit is that verification can ensure product and process compliance, but there
are barriers in that verification is costly, includes duplication and lacks value.

Verification of process and product through review and auditing provides the auditor
with a range of evidence, or audit observations, which can be both qualitative e.g.
interviews, observations and records, or quantitative based on measurement and test
(Manning and Soon, 2014) the so-called question – observe - measure (QOM) approach.
Triangulation is the obtaining audit evidence from multiple sources using multiple
approaches and will increase the likelihood that an auditor acquires sufficient and well-
integrated understanding of the organisation, its internal management structure and its
performance (Bell et al., 2005). Triangulation allows for comparison between sources of
evidence, especially in complex, multi-layered and multi-dimensional situations in order to
provide qualified confirmation of audit findings by counterbalancing the strengths and
weaknesses of different methodologies and approaches to increase the credibility of audit
findings, improve consistency and aid generalisability (Kopinak, 1999; Bawens, 2010; Yeasmin and Rahman, 2012; Carugi, 2016; Jespersen and Wallace, 2017). Triangulation is a strategy of acquiring and evaluating complementary evidence that if undertaken effectively can improve auditor judgment, the decision-making processes and the management of detection of risk, and therefore, the overall quality of the audit. (Bell et al., 2005). A multi-method approach to triangulation of verification methods drives both efficient and effective auditing because every method of verification has its limitations (Kleboth et al., 2016). Due to the cost, triangulation between first, second or third party audits and quality assurance or food safety performance metrics such as compliance with microbiological targets is limited in practice.

Bergh et al., (2016) differentiate between the use of interviews, questionnaires, surveys and scoring systems, but state that ensuring validity and reliability is important. Stadlmüller et al., (2017) considered triangulation between hygiene inspection undertaken by trained regulatory inspectors during unannounced audits using a survey based hygiene scoring system, along with food sampling and environmental samples such as swab samples, surface samples, floor drain samples and slicer dust. In high-risk organisations, the results demonstrate a correlation between deficiencies in operational hygiene (as indicated by the developed hygiene inspection score) and food rejections or recommendations for food business operators demonstrating hygiene inspection score data together with other data from national control authorities can be used to determine a risk rating for a given organisation. Luning et al., (2011) distinguish between diagnostic tools that determine the level of performance of a FSMS; selection tools that are designed to help a selection process and determining the most appropriate analysis and detection system and improvement tools that are designed to drive improvement with the FSMS (Manning, 2018). These tools go beyond compliance based auditing to ensuring performance-based auditing (see Table 1). Research studies that have sought to adopt a triangulation approach include Albersmeier et al., (2009); and Sampers et al., (2010). Henriques et al., (2014) suggest document review, a checklist based audit combined with microbiological testing (surface swabs and product testing). The use of audits with laboratory tests incl. DNA analysis and isotope ratio-based fingerprint analysis has also been suggested (Fauzi and Mas'ud, 2009; van der Spiegel et al., 2012) but again these methodologies are expensive and may not translate to routine verification in industry. FSMS diagnostic tools include the FSMS diagnostic instrument (FSMS-DI) (Luning et al., 2008; 2009) and a microbiological assessment scheme (MAS) (Jacxsens et al., 2009). Boeck et al. (2016) combined the use of FSMS-DI; MAS and a food safety climate self-assessment tool described in De Boeck et al., (2015).

With particular emphasis on food service, Griffith et al., (2017) considered triangulation to assess both food safety management and food safety culture using semi-structured interviews rather than a self-assessment questionnaire and where possible the responses were verified using objective evidence such as documents, records and observations. Griffith (2014) consider triangulation to be better than a traditional TPC audit, which may only assess the visible outer layer of FSMS and shallow elements of food safety culture.

From the financial literature, Trotman and Wright (2012) consider the triangulation of audit evidence in fraud risk assessment in terms of evidence from both systems and compliance audits, but there may be some audit objectives where triangulation is neither required, necessary nor practical. However it is essential to have sufficient objective evidence to prove validity and authenticity if triangulation is not used (Bell et al., 2005). Kleboth et al., (2016) assert that triangulation will avoid the existence of blind spots during
an auditing process in the food supply chain especially with regard to emerging trends or drivers that can influence risk. Therefore triangulation can provide consistent, complementary or alternatively contradictory evidence, reinforcing and amplifying the results of a traditional audit (Bell et al., 2005), but there are barriers such as cost which impact on its implementation in practice.

The British Retail Consortium (BRC) Global Standards, in an industry approach to assessing food safety culture, have adopted a low cost version of the Culture Excellence Survey in their voluntary Food Safety Culture Module that can be added to the core BRC audit (BRC, nd). This additional module that assesses people, process, purpose and proactivity includes both a self-administered questionnaire completed by a prescribed number of employees and also a third-party assessment questionnaire completed by the auditor so that cross-checking, or triangulation, can occur. This voluntary module supports the information gathered during third party audits, alongside additional auditor observations of factors that impact on food safety culture. Further details of the Culture Excellence survey can be found in papers three and four of this special themed journal edition (Taylor & Rostron, 2018; Taylor & Budworth, 2018).

Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to critique the existing and emerging alternative approaches being used by regulators and industry to verify the presence and efficacy of FSMS. This has been considered from both the perspective of market approaches to ensure food safety objectives are met at all stages of the food supply chain via adoption of TPC and also the use of TPC to develop more risk-based regulatory controls as this more hybrid approach would reduce the regulatory burden on CAs and food business organisations alike. Combined with the developed Primary Authority scheme in the UK this could allow rationalisation of the official inspections and the wider TPC landscape (Elliott Review, 2013; FSA, 2017b). However this form of co-regulation whilst having resource efficiency benefits also raises concerns over the depth of audit employed and the quality of the audit undertaken with particular focus on the types of verification and their efficacy. The efficiency and effectiveness of verification has been explored not only in considering FSMS compliance with regulatory requirements and market standards but also consideration of food safety culture and its influence on compliant behaviour and reducing risk. The use of triangulation within verification activities has been highlighted and critiqued and much research work is being undertaken.

TPC using systems-based and compliance-based audits alone will not deliver effective verification of the FSMS and continuous improvement of the organisation’s products and processes over time. Performance-based approaches that consider risk factors and the cultural context of how formal systems are implemented, monitored and internally verified are required and some examples of these methodological approaches are given in the paper. Triangulation needs to be undertaken during the FSMS verification process which at its simplest is a Question, Observe, Measure (QOM) triad of objective evidence collection and at its more complex involves TPC compliance audits and performance assessment using data analysis methodology and product, process and environmental testing.

Triangulation is essential to ensure effective verification and as TPC standards and regulatory official control evolve, the use of multiple sources of evidence of performance is essential. Effective verification of FSMS and QMS and the associated organisational culture
is essential to ensuring that the food produced is safe and consistently of the quality required by customers and consumers.
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### Table 1. Types of verification audit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compliance auditing</th>
<th>Performance -based audit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systems-based audit</strong></td>
<td>An audit that examines whether the organisation’s documented, formal management system complies legislation and/or with the criteria in a TPC standard, or first or second party standard or customer specifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compliance-based audit</strong></td>
<td>An audit that considers business performance against best practice and extends beyond binary compliance audits. This will include considerations such as cost vs. benefit, and business risk. Performance audits extend beyond compliance to consider meaning. Performance based audits address both the visible and the invisible food safety culture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The scope of the audit can include food safety, quality, and/or environmental aspects as defined at the opening meeting by the criteria in the standard itself or where the audit scope may be extended to include other audit criteria.**

**If business improvement and food safety culture are not explicitly identified in the TPC standard or scope of the audit it will not be verified.**

**Table 2: Compliance inspection versus risk-based auditing (adapted from Albersmeier et al., 2009)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compliance inspection (Checklist governance)</th>
<th>Risk-based auditing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistency driven by checklist of criteria to inspect.</td>
<td>Rather than checklist driven there is concentration on specific risk areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepwise review of the list of requirements and level of compliance and allocation of resources.</td>
<td>Stepwise improvement of the efficiency and effectiveness of the audits undertaken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent expenditure and time given to each audit and auditee.</td>
<td>Reduction of expenditure and time by use of selection process for audit programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent time intervals between audits.</td>
<td>Risk-based audit intervals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent training for all inspectors.</td>
<td>Training of auditors for special risk areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No bias towards who is inspected and how often.</td>
<td>Adopt of concepts such as co-regulation, hybridized food safety governance and earned recognition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection and product sampling based on weighted formula with some unannounced audits to triangulate.</td>
<td>Randomly chosen audits without announcements plus additional risk-oriented sampling.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Failures, perceived barriers and perceived benefits to verification (adapted from Van der Spiegel *et al.*, 2012; Kleboth *et al.*, 2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failures in verification</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriately performed</td>
<td>Keener (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of technical resources</td>
<td>Panisello and Quantick (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of record keeping</td>
<td>Baş <em>et al.</em>, (2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived barriers to verification</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duplication</td>
<td>Taylor (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of value</td>
<td>Kleboth <em>et al.</em>, (2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived benefits to verification</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensures system compliance</td>
<td>Tompkin (1994); Swanson and Anderson, (2000); Martins and Germano (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>